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CHECKING FOR UNDERSTANDING
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Why do it? One of the most important pieces of information that teachers can ever obtain is whether or not their students understand what is being taught. Therefore, the goal of a teacher is to focus on ensuring that learning happens. This aim should be at the forefront of every class period. Checking for understanding is used as a ‘temperature gauge’ to determine student progress toward content mastery by articulating understandings of new knowledge through comprehensible input (listening and reading), scaffolded output (writing and speaking), and structured interactions. Doing so provides students with opportunities to demonstrate meaningmaking thereby ensuring transfer of skills and knowledge. Avoid….



Toolkit



• asking, “O.K.?” and assuming silence = understanding. Example: “We’re moving on to the next unit, O.K.?” Students will rarely speak up and say, “No, it’s not okay!” • asking ineffective questions. Example: “Does anyone have questions?” Ineffective questions allow students to fool the teacher because students can always pretend they know the answer. • failing to anticipate student breakdowns when designing lessons. Knowing that a particular concept or skill is difficult for students should trigger a teacher to build in scaffolds to sufficiently support students. • waiting until a summative assessment to figure out a student has not mastered a skill. If a teacher waits until the summative assessment, complicated situations arise – Teachers must then re-teach the previous material while integrating new material or assign the student to an intervention outside the class period for remediation.



 



Questioning When designing questions that will check your students’ understanding, it is paramount that you start with a wellcrafted DLT. Questions should always be addressed to ALL students providing appropriate and adequate processing time for students to think and develop their own ideas. Initial questions derive from what a teacher anticipates students’ areas of confusion will be. As the lesson progresses, questions should stem from the quality and content of student responses so that the checks for understanding are driving the pace of the lesson. Students should also have multiple opportunities to share their ideas with one or more partners prior to responding to the whole class. As the lesson progresses, questions should increase in rigor and complexity according to the level of mastery students demonstrate in responses. Systems and routines (equity sticks, proximity, learning passports) must be in place to ensure equity through both random and purposeful sampling of students’ understanding.  



Questioning for Understanding from Understanding by Design by Grant P. Wiggins & Jay McTighe



Explanation What is the key idea in __________________? What are examples of __________________? How is ________________ connected to_____________? What are the effects of __________________?



Interpretation How might ___________ help us to ___________? How could we use ______________ to _____________?



Perspective What are different points of view about ______________? What are the strengths and weaknesses of ____________? What is the evidence for __________________?



Empathy What would it be like to walk in ______________‘s shoes? How might ______________ feel about ______________? How might we reach an understanding about __________?



Self-Knowledge How do I know __________________? How can I best show __________________? How are my views about _______________ shaped by ___________ (experiences, habits, prejudices, style)?



SUHSD DWAST: J. Gonzalez-Quiceno
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Questioning and Understanding to Improve Learning and Thinking (QUILT) Five-Step Questioning Process (Walsh & Sattes)



Stage 1: Prepare the Question Identify instructional purpose Determine content focus Select cognitive level Consider wording and syntax



Stage 2: Present the Question Indicate response format Ask the question Select respondent



Stage 3: Prompt Student Responses Pause after asking question Assist non-respondents Pause following student response



Stage 4: Process Student Responses Provide appropriate feedback Expand and use correct responses Elicit student reactions and questions



Stage 5: Reflect on Questioning Practice Analyze questions Map respondent selection Evaluate student response patterns Examine teacher and student reactions



Understanding by Design
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(Wiggins & McTighe) Stage 1: Desired Results What long-term transfer goals are targeted? What meanings should students make in order to arrive at important understandings? What essential questions will students explore? What knowledge and skill will students acquire? What established goals/standards are targeted?



Stage 2: Evidence What performances and products will reveal evidence of meaning-making and transfer? By what criteria will performance be assessed, in light of Stage 1 desired results? What additional evidence will be collected for all Stage 1 desired results? Are the assessments aligned to all Stage 1 elements?



Stage 3: Learning Plan What activities, experiences, and lessons will lead to achievement of the desired results and success at the assessments? How will the learning plan help students with acquisition, meaning-making, and transfer? How will the unit be sequenced and differentiated to optimize achievement for all learners? How will progress be monitored? Are the learning events in Stage 3 aligned with Stage 1 goals and Stage 2 assessments?



 



Responding Students should have ample opportunities to respond throughout the course of a lesson and unit. As such, the level of understanding demonstrated in student responses determines the pace of the lesson. For every response students must have access to a variety of response structures that are modeled by the teacher and/or other students. In order to generate meaningful responses, adequate wait time is critical, both when students are preparing individual responses or sharing and comparing partner/group responses. While every check for understanding will not necessarily involve writing, in most cases, students should be provided with the opportunity to write before responding orally. As students respond/engage in talk, teacher circulates & listens for ideas to highlight & also for struggling students. Teacher can redirect struggling students, pull small groups for immediate re-teach while students who have mastered concept engage in individual work, immediately presents concept in a different way and re-checks for understanding and/or redesigns instruction immediately. Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t understand?
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Sample Student Sentence Response Frames (Kate Kinsella)   Expressing an Opinion I think/believe that… In my opinion… Based on my experience, I think… Predicting I predict/imagine that… Based on…I infer that… I hypothesize that… Acknowledging Ideas My idea is similar/related to… I agree with ____ that… My idea builds upon ____’s idea that… Reporting a Partner’s Idea ____ indicated that… ____ pointed out to me that… ____ emphasized that… ____ concluded that… Reporting a Group’s Idea We decided/agreed that… We concluded that… Our group sees it differently in that… We had a different approach in that…  
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Questioning & Responding Flowchart (Fisher & Frey)



     



Sample



Checking for Understanding Strategy: Exit Pass / Ticket Out (or In) the Door



Exit Pass     • Teacher poses a question for students based on the concepts that have been taught or will be taught, depending on the purpose. Teacher can also ask students to create a metaphor on their ticket out the door: __________ is like_______because_______.



Today’s essential question is:



• Students write the answer on small slips of paper and turn in as they leave the room (or, conversely, they can write and turn in at the beginning of the class).



Two things I learned in today’s class to answer the essential question are:



• Teacher reads through tickets to gauge student mastery/understanding.



One question I still have is:



Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t understand ?



     



SUHSD DWAST: J. Gonzalez-Quiceno
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Sample Rewording



Sample Teacher Responses When Students Don’t Get It



(reduces language demands) "Identify the role of tectonic plates in earth geophysical systems."



becomes "Earthquakes and volcanoes have something in common; let's talk about that."



Sample Follow-Up Probes (elicit reasoning behind the answer to identify knowledge gaps)



Why? What do you mean by…. How do you know? Could you give me an example? Do you agree? Tell me more. Explain. Can you find that in the text? Where in the text does it indicate that? Give your reasons. What data supports your opinion? What led you to think that……?



Sample Cues (shifts the attention to the source; trigger memory)



Visual à direct attention to print (i.e. circle, highlight) Physical/Gestural à acting out, pointing Positional à rely on movement Verbal à words or phrases that foster recall Environmental à manipulatives, posters, computer. etc.



Direct Explanation & Modeling
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(Fisher & Frey)  



Elicitation: discover misconceptions and check for factual knowledge Who was…? What are….? When did….? Where did….? Clarification: gain more details by providing further explanation Could you give me an example? Where did you find that info? Elaboration: find out more about reasoning by adding ideas Tell me more about…. Divergent: discover how use existing knowledge to formulate new understandings What would happen if….? Heuristic: determine ability to problem-solving; draws on the top three levels of Bloom’s: analyze, evaluate, and create How would you show…. ? Where could I look for…? Inventive: stimulate imaginative thought Suppose that…. 8



Checking for Understanding Strategy: Whiteboards • Teacher poses question or problem to the class. • Students write answer/response on an index card, small whiteboard or using iPad technology. • Students hold up whiteboards to check for understanding. • Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t learn? NOTE: If you don’t have a class set of whiteboards, cardstock in a sheet protector works the same way. Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t understand ?
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Sample



Checking for Understanding Strategy: Think-Pair-Share • Decide how to organize students into pairs. • Pose a question or discussion topic (i.e. ask students to summarize, ask students to ask their partner a question, etc.). • Provide 20-30 sec. for individual “think” time. • Ask students to share with their partner. Talk is accountable –students have been taught how to engage in conversation through norms and practice; they have been given dialogue stems to use with their partner, such as: 1. Can you describe what you mean? 2. I don’t agree because… 3. Can you give me an example…



Teacher poses question, observation, or challenge.



Students think about responses individually.



Students pair up & combine their best answers.



• As students engage in talk, teacher circulates & listens for ideas to highlight & also for struggling students.



Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t understand ?



Checking For Understanding Strategy: Correct a Misconception • After teaching a strategy or concept, teacher deliberately asks or poses a statement that is incorrect. Example - In math, the teacher could post a problem that is solved incorrectly and ask students to analyze it. • The teacher then asks individual students/ pairs of students to figure out if the statement or problem is correct or incorrect. If incorrect, explain why. Teacher tells students that everyone should be prepared to share out. • Teacher circulates around the room, listening and watching, stepping in to correct misconceptions & making mental notes of struggling students. • Teacher ask groups to share their process for figuring out the misconception or teacher can share general comments about what was heard.



Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t understand ? SUHSD DWAST: J. Gonzalez-Quiceno



Students share out their new improved answer with the class. 11



Sample



Has this equation been solved correctly? We agree that an error was made when solving this equation. With your partner, identify in which step the error occurred. In addition, explain the misconception and correct it. Be prepared to share your responses with another pair before we share out with the class.
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Checking For Understanding Strategy: Thumbs Up/Down/Sideways



Sample



• Teacher teaches students that holding up one finger means “Agree” or “Yes” and two fingers means “Disagree” or “No” and a sideways thumbs means “Not Sure” or “Don’t Know.” • Teacher then responds by calling on students who agree to justify why they agree. Then teacher calls on students who disagree to justify why. • Teacher immediately presents concept in a different way and re-checks for understanding.



Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t understand ?



Checking For Understanding Strategy: Golden Line
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Sample



• Before reading any piece of text, teacher sets a purpose by asking students to find a “golden line” – a sentence or two that is meaningful to them. • Students read and highlight (or record or using a sticky note to mark) their golden line. • After reading, students pair up and read their golden line to a partner & explain why they chose it. • Teacher monitors by walking around, listening to student responses and noting if many students chose the same or similar lines. • Teacher also notes if students chose significant or meaningful lines and the explanation of the process they used to choose the line. • Teacher receives an insight to student understanding of the reading or concept.



But, soft! what light through yonder window breaks? It is the east, and Juliet is the sun. (2.2.2-3), Romeo



Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t understand ?



A plague o' both your houses! They have made worms' meat of me! (3.1.95-6), Mercutio



What's in a name? That which we call a rose By any other word would smell as sweet. (2.2.45-6), Juliet



I chose this quote because…. SUHSD DWAST: J. Gonzalez-Quiceno
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Checking for Understanding Strategy: 3 to 1 Words • After teaching a concept stop and ask students to write down the three most important words from the lesson. • They then turn and talk to a partner and with a partner narrow the words down to 1 key word. • The teacher rotates and listens to conversations. • The groups now share out their word and explain why it is the most important.



Sample What is the most important concept? 3: constitution, democracy, equality 2: constitution, democracy 1: democracy Justification: We believe _______ is the most important word/concept because……



Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t understand?
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Checking for Understanding Strategy: 3-2-1 • • •



•



Teacher poses three prompts. Students respond in writing to 3 reflective prompts. Students use this information to complete a graphic organizer or construct an outline for a writing assignment. Prompts should be changed periodically.



Note: This strategy can also be used for closure/exit tickets. Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t understand?



SUHSD DWAST: J. Gonzalez-Quiceno



Sample Compare/Contrast Topic: the transition from feudalism to the rise of nation-states 3 – differences between feudalism and nation-states 2 – similarities 1 – question they still have



Cause/Effect Topic: revolutionary war 3 – What was the cause? 2 – What was the effect? 1 – How would the cause/effect be different if….. ?



Closure: Summarize Learning 3 - key ideas I remember about ______ 2 - things I am struggling with 1 - thing that will help me tomorrow
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Sample



Checking For Understanding Strategy: ThINK - Pair - Share • Pose a question, scenario, problem, what if statement… to the class. • Ask the class to write about this in their notebooks/journal/interactive notebooks. • Circulate around the class to read what is being written. Mark student journals when they have answered in a way that demonstrates understanding. • Have students with marks share and allow others to add to their notes/journaling.



Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t understand?
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Sample



Checking For Understanding Strategy: Colored Cards • •



•



Teacher poses question or problem after teaching a skill/concept. Students hold up the color that reflects their understanding (Green – I got it! Yellow – I’m struggling with it. Red – I’m totally lost!) Teacher immediately gains feedback regarding student understanding.



Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t understand?



I totally understand!  



I sort of understand!  



I don’t understand!  



SUHSD DWAST: J. Gonzalez-Quiceno
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Sample



Checking for Understanding Strategy: Traffic Light Cups • Students place color cups on their desk to signal level of need. • Use also during group work to signal the teacher when help or feedback is needed. Green cup-group/student is proceeding and no assistance is needed. Yellow cup-students are continuing to work, but need teacher assistance. Red cup – students is not able to proceed and needs assistance. • Teacher is constantly moving around the room monitoring groups and providing assistance, when needed.



I  don’t  get   it  at  all!  



I  need   some  help!  



I  got  it!  



Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t understand?
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Sample



Checking for Understanding Strategy: Stoplight Post-its • Place the three colored circles representing the stoplight on the wall. (Refer to the right à for what should be written in each.) • Teacher gives students post-it notes. • Students write on post-it notes what they learned, considered or why they stopped learning. • Students post the notes onto the corresponding color as they exit the room.



             Green                              =    Today,  I  LEARNED….  because…..   0  



Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t understand?



 



           Yellow                              =      Today,  I  CONSIDERED  a  question,  or  idea  or                                                      a  new  perspective.….                  Red                          =    Today,  my  learning  STOPPED  because…. 0  



0  



SUHSD DWAST: J. Gonzalez-Quiceno
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Checking for Understanding Strategy: iPad Free Apps



Sample



Conducting Polls • Poll Everywhere is a classroom response system that uses mobile phones, twitter, and the web. Responses are displayed in real-time in charts. http://www.polleverywhere.com/



Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t understand?
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Checking For Understanding Strategy: Picture It! • Create an illustration of a word, concept, or as a summary of a piece of text. • Add labels or a caption to the illustration.



Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t understand?



SUHSD DWAST: J. Gonzalez-Quiceno



Sample
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Sample



Checking for Understanding Strategy: Human Scatterplots • •



•



Teacher creates a grid in the classroom. Students respond to a question by moving to a position on the “floor graph” that corresponds to their choice and how confident they are in their choice. Teacher and students have a “snapshot” of the class’ understanding and confidence level.



Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t understand?
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Sample



Checking for Understanding Strategy: Human Multiple Choice • Arrange students in groups of four. • Hand out lettered cards (A, B, C, D) to the groups and allow them to choose the letter they would like to be. • Present a question with 4 possible responses. (Try to include two distractors to mirror the CASHEE/CST to practice test-taking strategies.) • Students in teams should come to an agreement as to the correct response. • Ask one student from each team to stand up and hold up the letter of the agreed upon correct answer. • If there is a disagreement among the teams, student team members should defend their reasoning and/or perform the problem-solving steps they used to arrive at their solution. • Pose the question once again and ask one student from each team to hold up the correct response. Continue until you reach class consensus. • Continue until the review is complete.



Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t understand?



SUHSD DWAST: J. Gonzalez-Quiceno



A



A



 



 



A  
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Checking for Understanding Strategy: Reciprocal Reading



Sample



• Teacher pairs up students. • One partner is A and the other B. • Partners are given a copy of a text they will read. • Partner A reads aloud one section of the text. • Partner B listens and then paraphrases the section. • Partner B reads aloud the next section of the text and Partner A paraphrases. • Partners continue until the entire text is read.



Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t understand?
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Checking for Understanding Strategy: Reciprocal Teaching • Teacher pairs up students. • One partner is A and the other B. • Partners are given a copy of a text they will read. • Partner A reads aloud one section of the text. • Partner A asks one or two questions to Partner B about the text. (question types: summarizing, question generating, clarifying and predicting) • Partner B responds. • Partners A & B discuss response. • Partners switch roles. • Teacher walks around room listening to questions posed and responses to gauge students understanding.



Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t understand?



SUHSD DWAST: J. Gonzalez-Quiceno



Sample
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Sample



Checking For Understanding Strategy: Fists Up (More Time) • Teacher asks students how much more time is needed. • Students hold up their fists: a closed fist means “done,” a fist and 1 finger means “One More Minute,” a fist and 2 fingers means “Two More Minutes” a fist and 3 fingers means “Three More Minutes” a fist and 4 fingers means “Four More Minutes” a fist and 5 fingers means “Five More Minutes” • Teacher gauges how much more time is needed • Teacher announces to the class how much more time will be allotted for the activity. Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t understand?
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Sample



Checking for Understanding Strategy:  4‐3‐2‐1 Scoring Scale   • Teachers ask students to assess their own learning of a skill and/or concept. • Students hold up a card with the numbers 1 through 4 indicating their level of understanding. (1 = poor, 4 = high) (Alternatively, students may use their fingers.)



Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t understand?



SUHSD DWAST: J. Gonzalez-Quiceno



1  



3  



4  



 



2  
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Checking for Understanding Strategy: ABCD Cards



Sample



Option 1: Multiple Choice Review • Teachers poses a multiple choice question. • Students hold up a card the appropriate letter: A, B, C or D. A  



Option 2: True/False Review • Teachers poses a true/false question. • Students hold up a card the appropriate letter: A = True, B = false.



A  



B  



 



A  



Option 3: Getting into Expert Groups • Teacher distributes ABCD cards to groups of four. • Students get into expert groups: A’s, B’s, C’s and D’s Option 4: Group Roles • Teacher distributes ABCD cards to groups of four. • Students choose one card. • Each letter is assigned a question/role for students to respond to and lead a discussion within the group.



Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t understand? 30



Sample



Checking for Understanding Strategy: 4 Corners



• • • •



•



Label the 4 corners of the classroom with the letters A, B, C, or D (or 4 words or concepts) Pose a question to the class that has 4 possible responses. Students move to the respective corner that represents their answer choice – A, B, C or D. Have students discuss why they chose the answer and their solution process. Circulate around the 4 corners listening and clarifying misconceptions until all students come to a consensus. Students from each corner select a spokesperson to share out a summary of their collective rationale for selecting their respective corners. (As students listen to their peers reasoning they may choose to move to a different corner.)



Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t understand?



SUHSD DWAST: J. Gonzalez-Quiceno



A  



D  



B  



C



•
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Checking for Understanding Strategy: Circle, Square, Triangle This a strategy to help students focus their reading; summarize important information; and make sense of informational text.



Sample What questions are still circling around in my head about what I read?   (What



questions they have about the concept or information presented in the text.)



Option A • Students create a graphic organizer like the one above. • Students individually complete the graphic organizer. • Students discuss their corresponding points with one another using these sentence starters:



What squares my thinking? (Something that ‘squared’ or agreed with your thinking, knowledge, beliefs, or emotions.)



One question I still have is… One idea that I agree with….. One statement that resonates with me is… One comment that stands out for me is…



• Teacher circulates to affirm discussions and/or redirect students as needed. Option B • Create sets of cards with the three symbols on them. • In triads, students draw cards and discuss their corresponding points with one another. • Teacher circulates to affirm discussions and/or redirect students as needed.



What three points (things) do I want to remember about this text?       (Three “pointed” things that stood out in your mind.)
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Checking for Understanding Strategy: Give One, Get One • Teacher poses a question or topic. • Students write down all the information that they know about a particular topic. • Students walk around the room sharing ideas and receiving new ones from their classmates.



Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t understand?
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Sample
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Checking for Understanding Strategy: Example/Non‐Example  



Sample Is a carbohydrate an example or non-example of a polymer?



• Teacher poses a question to determine if something (i.e. term, item, illustration, etc.) is an example or nonexample of a concept. OR • Students are asked to list both examples and nonexamples of a concept or term.



Example



Non-example OR



Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t understand?



Checking for Understanding Strategy: Inside-Outside Circle



 



     • Students are arranged into two equal circles, one inside the • • • • •



other, by numbering off 1 or 2. #1’s stand in the outside circle facing in while #2’s stand in the inside circle facing out. Teacher or students ask questions about a topic. Discussion occurs among students facing one another. Teacher directs students to stop and rotate to the right (or left). Further discussion continues on same topic or teacher/students poses a new question.



NOTE: This strategy is good for reviewing, sharing information, practicing skills & facts and getting acquainted.



    Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t understand?
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Sample
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Checking for Understanding Strategy: Round the Clock



Sample ___________’s Appointments



  • Teacher develop four topics for discussion on a given subject or concept. • Students are each given a piece of paper with a clock on it. • Teacher forms four partnerships among students: 3:00, 6:00, 9:00 and 12:00. • Teacher says, “Meet with your 3:00 partner and discuss topic one.” • 3:00 student partners pair up and discuss the topic. • Students summarize discussion using a sentence frame. • Teacher says, “Meet with your 6:00 partner and discuss topic two.” • 6:00 student partners pair up and discuss the topic. • Students summarize discussion using a sentence frame. • Rotation continues until all four topics have been discussed. • Teacher circulates listening and clarifying misconceptions until students come to a consensus.



12:00 __________ 9:00 __________



3:00 __________



6:00 __________



This appointment Bookmark Belongs to:



2:00 ________________ 4:00 ________________ 6:00 ________________



Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t understand?



8:00 ________________ 10:00 ________________ 12:00 ________________ 39



Checking for Understanding Strategy: “____ ically Speaking” (i.e. Rhetorically, Historically, Mathematically, etc.)



Sample Rhetorically Speaking Speaker Chart



Recorder: • Students pair up – one is the recorder and one is the speaker. • Teacher passes out speaker and recorder charts. • Each student takes corresponding chart. • Partners write names on the charts. • Speaker talks to recorder using as many of the words on the list as possible within the allotted time frame using complete and connected sentences. • Recorder tallies each time a word on the list is said by speaker. • When time is up, partners switch roles and charts.



Vocabulary claim credible evidence logos pathos



Recorder Chart Vocabulary



The goal is to use as many of the words from he list as possible within the given timeframe. (Optional: Extra credit goes to those individuals who used the most words correctly.)



claim credible evidence logos



Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t understand? SUHSD DWAST: J. Gonzalez-Quiceno



pathos



#1:__________



#2:___________



Checking for Understanding Strategy: Collaborative Poster • Teacher assigns students to groups of four. • Teacher gives each group a piece of chart paper and 4 markers of different colors, a different one for each student. • Teacher reviews the poster guidelines and provides time for students to plan what to include on the poster. • Students each sign the poster in their specific colors after poster is completed. • Groups present posters to the class. All students in the group take on a role of presenting a portion of the poster. • Audience can take notes on any new information or fill out evaluations that are constructive, so that everyone is accountable to focus on presentations. • Optional: Students can do a Gallery Walk placing post-its with comments that interact with the information on each of the posters. Teacher provides students with sentence starters for the post-it comments.



40



Sample Art Class: What is graphic design?



Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t understand?
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Checking for Understanding Strategy: Three-Step Interview • Students pair up. • Partner A interviews Partner B. • Partner A listens and records the main ideas from Partner B’s responses. • Reverse roles. Partner B interviews Partner A and records main ideas from Partner A’s responses. • Each students takes turns to report out one another’s responses to another pair of students or the entire class using sentence frames.



Sample



Partner A interviews partner B and records Partner B’s responses.



Partner B interviews partner A. And records Partner A’s responses.



Sample Sentence Frames: ____ shared with me that…. ____ pointed out that…. ____ mentioned that…. ____ concluded that….



I had a conversation with ____ who emphasized that…. ____ had an interesting observation. She/He pointed out that… I learned from ____ that….



  Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t understand?
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                                                   Share out to another group or entire class. “____ shared with me that….”
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Sample



Checking for Understanding Strategy: Equity Sticks/Cards • Teacher writes individual names of all students for each class on popsicle sticks. • Teacher may add additional info on sticks to enable differentiation when calling on students. ( i.e. CELDT levels by strands, CST proficiency level, SPED identification, etc.) • Teacher uses these sticks to call on students throughout the period to ensure equity when calling on students. • Teacher differentiates questions as per individual notations on stick.



       



J O S E



J A N E



J O H N



G O M E Z



D O E



S M I T H



CST= B



CST= A



CELDT=3 4 LISTNG 4 SPKG 2 RDG 2 WRTG



Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t understand?



CST =BB
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Sample



Checking for Understanding Strategy: Frayer Model • Students complete each quadrant of the graphic organizer.



         



 



Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t understand?



Illustration



  Derivatives
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Original Sentence
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Checking for Understanding Strategy: World Café • Students are placed into groups of four. • Each group is given a poster paper and marker. Each poster paper has a distinct topic written on it. • Each group selects a recorder. • Students discuss responses to topic for an allotted amount of time. • Recorder takes notes on group’s discussion/ responses on poster paper. • All students, except the recorder, rotate to a new poster when asked to stop and switch groups. • Recorder becomes the “host” for the new group by repeating the topic and summarizing the notes discussed by the previous group in 1-2 minutes. • Students in new group add novel ideas that the recorder adds to the poster paper. • All students, except the recorders, continue rotating to new posters and repeat this process when asked to stop and switch groups. • Students return to original group and “host” summarizes all notes.



Sample



Topic 1



Topic 2



Topic 6



Topic 3



Topic 5



Topic 4



Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t understand?  
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Considerations for Special Needs Populations (ELs, GATE, SPEDs) Fisher & Frey



• create an environment that is ‘safe’ for students to respond • ask many different people before validating whether response is right or wrong • start with easy questions and build up to more difficult ones • manipulate equity sticks in a way in which you don’t put students in the spot participation cards: add colorcoded info regarding CELDT level (overall, listening, speaking, reading & writing)



Always ask: How will I respond when students still don’t understand?
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Tell me and I’ll forget; show me and I may remember; involve me and I’ll understand. Chinese proverb If the only tool you have is a hammer, you tend to see every problem as a nail. Abraham Maslow A mind once stretched by a new idea never regains its original dimensions. Anonymous "Education is not the answer to the question. Education is the means to the answer to all questions." William Allin
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A teacher affects eternity; he can never tell where his influence stops. Henry B Adam
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